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ZERO ENTROPY FACTORS OF TOPOLOGICAL FLOWS

F. BLANCHARD AND Y. LACROIX

(Communicated by James E. West)

Abstract. The maximal zero entropy factor of a topological flow is defined

using entropy pairs and explicitly given for some simple cartesian products. As

a consequence, it is proved that only the trivial flow is disjoint from all flows

whose maximal zero entropy factor is trivial.

0. Introduction

A topological flow is a pair (A, T) where A is a compact metric space and

T is a homeomorphism of A to itself. The topological entropy of the flow

(A, T) is defined in [AKM]; it shall be denoted by h(X, T) (if (U, V) is a
cover of A, denote by h(U, V) the entropy of (U, V)).

Recall that a factor of the flow (A, T) is a pair (tp, (Y, S)) where (Y, S)
is a flow and the map tp: (A, T) —* (Y, S) is continuous, onto, and satisfies

the commutation relation tp o T = S o tp .

In the metric theory of dynamical systems, it is known that a maximal zero

entropy factor exists; it is determined by the Pinsker rj-algebra. In Topological

Dynamics, however, the corresponding object has not yet been proved to exist.

The central point of this paper is the definition of the maximal zero entropy

factor of a topological flow. Its construction is based on the use of entropy pairs,

introduced in [B12]; it is the factor associated to the smallest closed equivalence

relation collapsing all entropy pairs. This is to be compared to the way Ellis and
Gottschalk proved the existence of a maximal equicontinuous factor in flows

[EG].
The paper is organized as follows. In §1, we give preliminary definitions

concerning entropy pairs, u.p.e. and c.p.e. flows. In §2 we examine the relation

between topological factors of a flow and closed invariant equivalence relations

in the product. This and entropy pairs make it possible to define the maximal

zero entropy factor of the product of a flow. In §3 we give some applications,

more or less close to the notion of maximal zero entropy factor. The first con-

sists of determining the maximal zero entropy factor of the product of a flow

with uniform positive entropy and a flow with zero entropy containing a dense
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union of minimal subsets. The second illustrates how far the requirement of

having a dense union of minimal subsets is necessary. The third is an applica-

tion of the first to an example developed in [Bll]. Finally, it is shown that the

trivial flow is the only one disjoint from all flows having trivial maximal zero

entropy factor. The appendix gives two definitions for uniform positive relative

entropy and that of "entropy-flows".

The two properties of u.p.c. and c.p.e. were introduced in [Bll] as an attempt

to give a topological counterpart of the K property of measurable dynamics:

one can think of the maximal zero entropy factor as corresponding to the Pinsker

cr-algebra.
But the two situations are quite different: c.p.e. is a very weak property (as

shown by Proposition 3.3, or the facts about c.p.e. in [Bll]), which is not the

case of the K property, though both may be formally defined in the same way;

whereas u.p.e., a perfectly natural definition in view of the properties of entropy

pairs, seems not to correspond to any metric property.

1. Preliminaries

Most of the following definitions and statements are taken from [B12].

• A standard cover of A is a pair (U, V) of nondense open sets of A,

covering A.
• If x, x' £ X, and (U, V) is a standard cover of A, we shall say that x

and x' are distinguished by the cover (U, V) if and only if x £ Int(Uc) and

x'€lnt(Fc).

• A pair of points (x, x') in A2 is called an entropy pair if and only if any

standard cover distinguishing x and x' has positive entropy.

Let us define the set

E(X, T) = {(x, x') £ X2, (x, x') is an entropy pair}.

Denoting by A the diagonal subset of A2, the set E(X, T) U A is a closed

(T x jT)-invariant subset of A2.

A flow (A, T) has uniform positive entropy (abbreviated as "has u.p.e.") if

and only if any standard cover of (A, T) has strictly positive entropy (in [Bll]

this property was shown to imply weak mixing).

One easily checks that (A, T) has u.p.e. if and only if E(X, T) U A = A2 .
One proves that h(X, T) > 0 if and only if E(X, T) ^ 0 .

A flow (A, T) is said to have c.p.e. (completely positive entropy) flow if and

only if all its nontrivial factors have positive entropy.

If tp: (A, T) -»(Y, S) is a factor, then the two following properties hold.

Property (a). If (x, x') £ E(X, T) and cp(x) ^ cp(x'), then (<p(x), tp(x')) £

E(Y,S).

Property (b). // (y, y') £ E(Y, S), 3x, x' £ X, cp(x) = y, tp(x') = y', and

(x,x')£E(X, T).

The following is another elementary property of entropy pairs, which proves

useful in the sequel.

Proposition 1.1. Suppose X' is a closed T-invariant subset of (A, T). Then if

(x, x') is an entropy pair of (A', T), it is also an entropy pair of (X, T).
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2. Closed and equivalence (T x P)-invariant relations

Let (A, T) be a flow and G c A x A a closed (Tx T)-invariant equivalence

relation. Let pG: X —> X/G denote the quotient map.

Assume the metric d(-, •) defines the compact topology on A. For x £ X
let (x) be the closed set {y £ X\(x, y) £ G} ; endow X/G with the Hausdorff

metric, which induces the usual quotient topology on this set; furthermore, pG

is continuous and T induces a homeomorphism TG on X/G by the formula

Tq((x)) := pG(Tx). These constructions lead to the following commutative

diagram:

A    —^    X

Pg Pg

X/G -a-+ X/q

Conversely, any factor tp:(X,T) ^> (Y,S) determines a closed (T x T)-

invariant equivalence relation C7p c A x A:

(tp(x) = tp(x')) ^ ((x, x') £ G^ ,

and (X/g9, T/Gtf) is topological^ conjugate to (Y, S) via the map cp':

<p'(PG,(x)):=tp(x),       x£X.

Thus, factors of (A, T) are in a one-to-one correspondence with closed (Tx T)-

invariant equivalence relations in A x A.
Assume G and G' are two such relations and furthermore G' c G; then

one can define the map pG,c'- X/c -* X/g by the formula

Pg,g'(Pg'(x)):=Pg(x),       x£X.

Then we have the following commutative diagram:

(X,T)     -^—      (X,T)

Pg1 Pg

(X/G,,TG,) -&2L, (X/G,T/G)

Reciprocally, if

(X,T) -^ (X,T)

f f

(Z,R) —i-» (Y,S)
is a commutative diagram of factors, then Gf c G> .

Next, if R is a subset of A x A and &(R) is the set of closed (T x T)-

invariant equivalence relations containing R, &~(R) is not empty. Moreover,

since rice^-f/j) G £ &~(R), &~(R) has, once it is partially ordered with inclusion,

a minimal element, the intersection mentioned above. Let

G(R) =    f|    G £ &(R).
GeS^iR)
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Define

GQ(X,T) = G(E(X,T)).

For a flow (A, T), let (A0, 7b) := (X/Go{X<T), T/Ga(XtT)) and Po=Pg0(x,ty

Theorem 2.1. Let cp: (X, T) -» (Y, S) be a factor map. Then h(Y, A) = 0
if and only if there exists a factor map f: (Xo, To) —► (Y, S) such that the

following diagram is commutative:

(A, T)   -^U (A, 7")

(X0,T0) -f-+ (Y,S)

Proof. Assume h(Y, S) = 0. Then by definition of entropy pairs E(Y, S) =

0.   By Property (a) this means that if (x, x') £ E(X, T)  one must have

tp(x) = <p(x'); hence,  Go(X, T) c Gv , and from the remarks above there

follows existence of a map / with the suitable properties.

Conversely, suppose (Y, S) is a factor of (Ao, 7b). Indeed, if this were

false E(Xq, To) would contain some pair (z, z') with z ^ z'; by Property

(b) this means some entropy pair of (A, T) would have image (z, z') under

Po, thus not being collapsed, which contradicts the definition of po . Therefore

h(Y,S) is also 0.   □

Definition 2.1.  (Ao, Tq) is called the maximal zero entropy factor of (A, T).

3. Applications

It is now clear that the determination of the maximal zero entropy factor of

a flow relies on the localisation of its entropy pairs.

Application 1. Let (A, T) have u.p.e. and h(Y, S) = 0. The expected is that
the maximal zero entropy factor of the product flow (X xY, TxS) is (Y, S).

Surprisingly, this is not always the case and requires an additional condition.
Recall that a minimal flow is one with no proper closed invariant subset.

Proposition 3.1. Let (A, T) have u.p.e., h(Y, S) = 0, and assume (Y, S)

contains a dense union of minimal sets. Then

E(X x Y, T x S)UAXxY = {((x, y), (x', y)); x, x' £ X, y £ Y},

and the maximal zero entropy factor of (X x Y, T x S) is (Y, S).

Proof. First suppose h(Y, S) = 0 only. The projections of (A x Y, T x S) on

(A, T) and (Y, S) are factors. Suppose

((x,y), (x', y')) £ E(X x Y, TxS)uA.

Then, by Property (a), either (y, y') £ E(Y, S) or y = y'. Since h(Y,S) = 0,
£(y,S) = 0, and we obtain E(X x Y, T x S) UAIxyc {((x,y), (x',y));

x, x' £ X, y £ Y}.
In order to prove the reverse inclusion, let us first use the u.p.e. assumption on

(A, T). As u.p.e. implies weak mixing [Bll, Proposition 2] there is some pair

(x, x') £ X2 having dense orbit under TxT. It cannot belong to the diagonal,

so x ^ x' and (x, x') is an entropy pair of (A, T). Thus, by Property (b),
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there is y £ Y such that ((x, y), (x', y)) £ E(X x Y, T x S). Now, T x Idv

is an automorphism of the product flow; by Property (a), all points in the orbit

of ((x, y), (x', y)) under T x Idy belong to E(X x Y, T x S) U AXxY . On
account of the choice of (x, x'), their closure is all of (A x {y}, X x {y}), so

(X x {y}, X x {y}) c E(X x Y, T x S)U AXxY ■

There remains to prove this is true for any y £ Y: this is where the additional

assumption on (Y, S) comes in. When (Y, S) is minimal, it is sufficient to

apply Property (a) to the action of the endomorphism Idx *S on (Ax {y} ,

X x {y}) and then closedness of E(X xY,Tx S) U AXxY ■ If (Y, S) merely

contains a dense union of minimal (Yi, S), i £ 7, we may apply the last result

to each (A x Y,■■,  T x S), i e I, and then Proposition 1.1.

Ti (A xY, T x S) U AXx Y is obviously the graph of an equivalence relation.

Call tp the associated homomorphism; cp identifies points having the same
projection on Y and never identifies points having projections on Y. This

means <p(X x Y,  T x S) = (Y, S).   D

When the union of minimal subsets does not exist, the conclusion of Propo-

sition 3.1 does not hold. The following example illustrates this claim.

Application 2. Let (A, T) have u.p.e., and let Y = Nu{oo} be the Alexandroff

compactification of N. Let S be the translation by 1 on Y, having oo as

unique fixed point. (Y, S) is not transitive, and h(Y, S) = 0 as will be seen

below. The set A x {oo} is conjugate to A inside (X x Y, T x S), so its

cartesian square is contained in E(X x Y,  T x S) U A by Proposition 1.1.
Suppose (U, V) is a standard cover of A; if i e N, Uc x {/} and Vc x {/}

are two closed sets of X xY with nonempty interior so that U' := (Uc x {i})c

and V := (Vc x {i})c form a standard cover 3Z of A x Y. This cover has

entropy zero, merely on account of the second coordinate; for x £ X, n £ N,

(T x S)k(x, n) £ U' n V whenever n + k^i; if k = i-n then (x, n) £

(T x Sy-'U' or (x,n)£(Tx Sy-'fJ' according to the position of x in A.

Now choose some p and consider cover 3lp = Vo<;</> T~l&. All points whose

orbit from 0 to p - 1 never reaches Vc x {/} , i = 0, ... , p - I, are in the set

U' n (T x S)~x U' n • • • n (T x S)~p+X U'; the others belong to one of the sets

c/'n---n(rx5')-('+1t7'n(rx5')-'F'n(rx5')-'-1(7'n---n(rx5')-^+1(7'. Wehave
thus found a subcover of 3lp with cardinality p+l, and h(£%, TxS) = 0. For

x/x',f can be chosen so as to distinguish (x, i) and (x', i), which implies

there is no entropy pair of the form ((x, i), (x', i)), i £ N, x ^ x'. As was

remarked in the proof of Proposition 3.1 no pair of the form ((x, i), (x, i')),
i ^ V, may be in E(X x Y, TxS). Therefore, E(X xY, T x S) 11 A =

(Ax{*o})2.

(A x {oo})2 U A is the graph of an equivalence relation. The associated

homomorphism cp identifies all points (x, oo) and them only. In the flow

(A x Y, TxS) the maximal zero entropy factor is therefore much bigger than

(Y,S).

Application 3.   Here is an application of Proposition 3.1.
Let Y be a subshift of Az, 0 i A, and let tp: {0, 1}Z x Y ^ (Au {0})z

be defined by the alphabetic map lp: {0, 1} x A ^ Al) {0}: ~ip(l, a) = a,
V(0,a) = 0, a£A. Let Z = tp({0, 1}Z x Y).

It was shown in [Bll, Proposition 10] that Z has c.p.e. (i.e., its maximal
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zero entropy factor is trivial) whenever Y is minimal, but also that it has not

got u.p.e. when h(Y) = 0. This is obvious when one looks at entropy pairs.

If (Y, a) is minimal with entropy 0, since {0, 1}Z has u.p.e., by Proposition

3.1., E(X x Y, fjxrj)uA = {((x,y), (x', y)); x, x' £ X, y £ Y} . Call z0
the fixed point on letter 0 in Z and xo, xx the fixed points on letters 0 and

1 in {0, 1}Z. Given z £ Z one easily constructs a unique point x £ {0, 1}Z

such that z = cp(x, y) by replacing all symbols of A in Z by l's, but y is

not generally unique; nevertheless, Z contains a copy of Y : cp(xx, y) = y,

and (xx, y) is the only point with image y under tp . As ((xx, y), (xx, y'))

never belongs to E((X x Y, a x a), this implies (y, y') £ E(Z) for y ^ y';

therefore, Z does not have u.p.e.

Nevertheless, its maximal zero entropy factor is trivial. For any z e cp(x, y)
^ zo , one has (zq , z) = (cp(xo, y), cp(x, y)) £ E(X xY, a xo). Hence, from

Properties (a) and (b), (zq, z) e E(Z, a). The smallest equivalence relation

whose graph contains E(Z, a) identifies all points with zo, the associated

homomorphism thus having trivial image.

Application 4. The proof of the next statement combines ideas from the proof

of Proposition 3.1 and a construction generalizing that of Example 3.

Two flows (A, T) and (Y, S) are said to be disjoint if there exists no proper

closed (T x 5)-invariant subset of (A x Y, TxS) having projections A and

Y on the two coordinates. For two flows to be disjoint, one of them at least

must be minimal [F].

Proposition 4.3. The set of flows disjoint from all c.p.e. flows is reduced to the

trivial flow.

Proof. Flows disjoint from all c.p.e. flows are necessarily minimal, because some

c.p.e. flows are not (the full shift for example). It is therefore sufficient to prove
that, for any minimal flow, one can construct a nondisjoint c.p.e. flow.

Let (A, T) have u.p.e. and contain a fixed point t (take, for instance, a

full shift) and (Y, S) be nontrivial and minimal. For some metric d asso-

ciated with the topology of A define the continuous function / from A to

[0, 1]: f(x) = d(t, x); one has minx f(x) = f(t) = 0, and without loss of

generality one may assume max* d(t, x) = 1. Choose some point u £ Y and

some a, 0 < a < 1, and put g(y) = a + d(u, y); g is continuous; one has
min^ g(y) = g(u) = a , max* g(y) = b > a since Y is not a singleton. Denote

by co„ the coordinate of the doubly infinite sequence co at time n . Functions

/ and g allow us to define a homomorphism cp from (X x Y, T x S) onto

some closed shift-invariant subset Z of [0, b]z , endowed with the shift a, by

the formula (cp(x, y))„ = f(T"x) • g(S"y), n £ Z: the fixed image s = tp(t, y)
for any y £ Y is the fixed point on real number 0.

Let us prove Z has c.p.e. For this we show that whatever z £ Z , z ^ s ,

(s, z) £ E(Z , a). Since z eZ there is a pair (x', y') such that z = cp(x', y'),

so (s, z) = (tp(t, y), cp(x', y')) for any y and for some x' ^ t. As (X, T)

has u.p.e., one has (t, x') £ E(X, T); therefore, by Property (b) there are

yx, y\ £ Y such that ((t, yx), (x', y',)) £ E(X xY, TxS). Now since Y is

minimal, the orbit of y[ under S is dense in Y; IdxS is a homomorphism

of (AxT, T xS), so by Property (a) and closedness of E(XxY, TxS)uA,

there is y2 £ Y such that ((t, y2), (x', y')) £ E(X xY, TxS); now this is
enough: by Property (a) again (<p(t,y2), tp(x', y')) = (s, z) e E(Z, a). To
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finish this part of the proof remark that since all points z ^ j in Z form an

entropy pair with s, the smallest equivalence relation saturating E(Z, a) is

trivial; so is the maximal zero entropy factor of (Z , a).
Finally (Z , a) is not disjoint from (Y, S); the set

F = {(z,y)£Z x Y; 3x £ X: tp(x, y) = z} c Z x Y

is obviously closed and invariant by a x S; it has image Z under projection

on the first coordinate, since the defining condition rests on y alone, and image

Y under projection on the second by minimality. F is also a proper subset

of Zx T: there exists z e Z such that z0 = b > a; then for any x £ X,

f(x) • g(u) <a<b,so that (z, u) £ F.   □

Appendix

The notion of relative A-systems has proved useful in Ergodic Theory; so

might that of relative u.p.e. for flows. Here are two possible definitions.

Define the relation

(x3?vx') & ((tp(x) = tp(x')) or (tp(x) ^ tp(x') and (cp(x), cp(x')) £ E(Y, S))).

Definition A.l. Let cp: (A, T) -> (Y, S) be a factor map.  We shall say that
cp: (A, T) —► (Y, S) is a factor of uniform positive relative entropy (and ab-

breviate "tp is an f.u.p.r.e.") if and only if the following equivalence relation

holds:

((x3?9x') and (x ± x')) & ((x, x') £ E(X, T)).

In other words, if we denote by the same symbol 31 9 the graph of 31 9 in

X x X, the factor cp is an f.u.p.r.e. of (A, T) if and only if

3?V\ACE(X,T).

With the first definition, we have the following.

Proposition A.l. Let cp:(X,T) —> (Y, S) be an f.u.p.r.e. Then p0 factors

through cp.

Proof. It is enough to show that when cp is an f.u.p.r.e., Gv c E(X, T) U A.

By definition of an f.u.p.r.e., this condition is fulfilled.   □

One can prove the following:

Proposition A.2. Assume the following diagram of topological factors is commu-

tative:

(A, T) -^U (A, T)

f 9

(Z,R) -^-^ (Y,S)

Then tp is an f.u.p.r.e. if and only if f and g both are.

Definition A.2. A flow (A, 7") shall be called an entropy flow, say "Ti-flow", if
and only if E(X, T) U A is an equivalence relation.
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Property A.l. An E-flow is an f.u.p.r.e. with respect to its maximal zero entropy

factor.

Proposition 3.1 provides some (rather naive) examples of f.u.p.r.e. and en-

tropy flows.
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